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The 'Testing and Grading of Students is one,of a series of
policy papers to help American faculty become more effec-
tive professionals. This volumehas been published under
a grant from The Ford Foundation.
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About Special Report
4

WIZEN VIEWED AGAINST THE CURRENT CRESCENDO OF

egalita mai) sentimentsor at least egalitarian rhetoric the sub.
t of student testing. let alone Redesign. leals,,one to some fasci-

nating formulations about the very essence of an education But no

matter what one's ideological stance. the.point remains that the
"wiirld outside" metes out rewards and penalties pretty much ac-

, online; to one's compet-nee and talents 'This being- the cuRrent

state of a-ffairs, the least one can hopefor is a less diffident effort by

academics everywhere tftsvaluate student performance according

to the fairest criteria -Wadable. There is now abundant evi-
dence-;and not only gleaned from student dissatisfactionthat
tte,aing aid grading are -often dispensed with an arbitrariness wor-

'Ph of Kublai Khan.
An appropriate design for tests should confirm the essential un-

derstanding between faculty and students as, to what should be

learned and what should not. This Achievemera is difficult, because

it-means, as Yale professor. A. Barlett Giamatti has put it, deciding

that it is in fact a limited wort* that some things are more important

than others. 'that adjustmbnts realistically have to be made. It

mearts deciding that you really know what it is, you want to teach

and leart." .

It i- this a;entralitti to the learning process thatmakes thesubject
ul t,honge's third policy pa.pej,on testingand evaluation, so timely.
'File editors of Change are particularly grateful.to the paper's .
authors, Ohmer Milton and John Edgerly, for their clearheaded por-
trayal of what is by any measure a vexing andcomplex subject. The

authors are with,flie Learning Research Center and the Counseling

Center at the University ofTenneSiee at Knoxville, respectively, and

are widely regarded/as sensitive authorities onIhe subject of homes
assessment...The preparation of the* manuscript was facilitated by

funds from the American Psychological, Foundation, the Ford

Foundation. and the University of Tennessee. This Change publica-

tion has been made possible under a separate Ford Foopdhtion

grant. which we acknowledge with thanks.
A number of individuals and organizations have contributed to

the final formulation of this policy paper. The.authors and editors

wish to thank them for their counsel on a difficult and much debated
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subji,ct. They include john Bevan. College of Charleston; Kenneth
Eble. University of Utah; John Gillis. Chapman College; Linda.Kahan.
Ei,ergreen State College; Lee McDonald. Pomona College; Robert

, O'Neil, Indiana University at Bloomington; Robert Van Waes,
American Association of University Professors .(AAUP); Francis 'J.
Wuest, Association of American Colleges (AAC); and Norman
Frederiksen and Paul Diederich of the Educational Testing Service.
Prior to publication, the AAUP and AAC endorsed this policy paper
for its serviceability.

There is, on the editOrs' side, only one further wish: that this
publication Will be studied by thousands of faculty with as much
care as was 01 into its preparation. One rfeed not agree with every
nuance and ekry thought expressed here: One need only be open to
the possibility for learning much about the neglected subject of slu-

t \dent evaluation. Here is as good a- startingsoint as any to bring ra-
t- tional planning into what remain. surprisingly, still rather unchar-
_14 waters of academic life.

George W. Bonham
January 1976
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The Testing and Grading of Students:
Why, Where, and How?

The Malignancy Of Testing

Throughout American-higher education, over 100 million tests are ad-

ministered each year Although testing is a subject of increasing conteri

Lion among students, faculty members remain diffident. But a better un-

derstanding of both the purpose and structure of evaluating mechanisms

becomes a prerequisite for widespread impfovement: Page 11.

Settiriglearning Goals

Teachers must understand what factors play a part in the mea,syrement

of leoriiing. Facylty Who pay ample attention to course contedt are Often

vague about the process of evaluatign.slf legrning goals and course ob-

jectives are properly defined, they Will be essential ingredients of success

for student and teacher alike. Page 19,

3
Constructing Tests

Faculty widely confuse concepts of measurement and student evalua-

tion. Regardless of the test construction chosen, both concepts must be

carefully kept in mind. Multiple-choice and essay Iests are,mOst coin-

monly used in college today. A thorough analysis of. their structure and

purpose clarifies underlying principles of evaluation as b learning tool.

Page 27.

8
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Grading

A comprehensive evaluation of student performance should provide
guidance for academic improvement, but students, too often' receive
scant critical 'commentary on their progress. Letter grading, the most
commonly accepted form of evaluation, is particularly susceptible to the
charge of insufficient feedback to the student. A more fundamental
gra=sp of the options for academic measurement is the most direct route
to improved grading. Page 43,

Lone Efforts Are Not Enough

Growing external pressures are forcing faculty to take a fresh look at stu-
dent evaluation. The new consumerism, recent legal decisions, and,far-
reaching social criticism will no longer leave mutters of grading and test-
ing to the private academic preserQe. The use of external examiners and
the establishment of effective campus grievane arrangements are ,only
two of the ways recommended to improve an increasingly nettlesome is-
sue in academic life, Page 49.

For Further Reading

For a more comprehensive understanding of testing and evaluation, fac-
ulty have access to 3 number of excellent source documents. Here are
some of the. best. Page 57.

9
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The Maligptincy of Testing +

Throughout American higher education, over 100 mil1iOn
tests are administered each. year. Although testing is a
subject of increasing contentiqn among students, faculty
members remain diffident. But a better understanding of
both the purpose and structure of evaluating mechanisms
becomes a prerequisite for widespread improvement.

7 10
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V

A

TIIERF. ARE SUGIURA MORE THAN *HALF A MILLION
1, it oh members. in American colleges and universities. If each
foa, be, an a,.raelorif two courses and prepares three tests for
cal h ourse. at least three million exams are given during any
rtet,trtor or semester. Since these examinations are administered to
about to million -.Orients. about 30 million tests are given every
three or months. or over 100 million every academic year. This

me.t.uirement on a grand scale indeed!
Considering that major decisions are made about students'

lives whether they remain in sellout. enter professional or
graduate institotions. secure jobspartially on the basis of those-
haltied test si,,tistics. the grade point 'averages, elaborate 'care
should be required in the entire testing and grading enterprise. Un-
fortunately. the very terms "testing" and "grading" have come to be
used more or lips synonymously. with either one referring tc the en-
tire Prot less. Inihis policy paper each term will be used in'a restric-
ted and distinctive sense. Here. "testing" means measurement:
"grading" means assigning an evaluative symb31A. B. C. D. F (see

chapter 31.
While there are no dor':umented reports about the degree to which

rare is exercised. a number of factors indicate that too much aca-
demic measurement in the classroom is conducted in a cavalier
fashion. On the basis of an inspection of numerous tests over the
years. loudly voiced and sometimes embittered laments by many
students. and observation of too many untutored graduate teaching
assistants assigned the entire chore of testing and grading. we de-
veloped a healthy skepticism about the oracti-zes in force. To check
these initial suspicions. two dozen college and university officials

11
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ompliints %bout lest t ontent

In an intrmtuctor% ( nurse coxering appruximatelx-2.7,0v
'Nat Of JIiiInsoplle, Ilse pr the %Erten questions .on the,

final exam %%ere about Kant.
(1 tin'! -tin1011

it'.11'.1111'-ittlIP, hi, il'.111".2 tilt 1010 1111110,1)Pilf'r ttzli it , alit .tti

4insiderinx; that major des isionc ire made ghoul
students' Ps e..whether"thex remain in school, enter
professional or graduate institutions, secure jobs

'1)artiallx on the basis of those haloed test statistics. the
grade point averages. elaborate care -tumid be

required in the entire testing and grading enterprise.
t'nfortunatelx. the very terms "testing" and "grading"
base t ume to he used more or less svnonvrpouslx. with

= either one referring to the entire proce...s.

I. rite textbooks Isere assigned in a course designed to pro-
mate understanding of the contributions of several indivi-
,duals to the field being studied. Lectures and class ch..-
r ussions focused almost entirely on one of these people.
All questions on the final concerned the one person.

h fru. ft lr nerd alt t,,, rein h moire careful than ULM. ,rern lit lie
(ktqc, .r,,n4nms nts.. and ts".,tin%:.

lit

13) Students in a Senior course were assigned 15 journal ar-
ticles. the shortest of which was 14 pages long. The only
examination question over this' considerable volume of
mate-ial asked students to match the articles: authors
with the titles. Challenged by a colleague. the instructor
argued he could assume that g student wh* could do this
matching understood the material.

Ito. -Imptirle mutt., li,the. professor rcquires a major !rap in
/421« fo, mi4ht pi.n, the odds and limit
tt,oir Icarntyliz tit nit,n1r,r1:3-114 autho ors and

.1MMILMl.
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complaints About

(4! Sh.deritsin a technology course were assigned a project

to to, o.npleted individually. They were informed that the

loth grAing criterion would be the quality of the product.
Several stodent devoted many hours to the assignment
early in the term' and finished several weeks before final

exams. Other students maintained a leisurely pace and

%orked throughOut the term. All the early finishers re-
ceived F's, whilelthe leisurely ones receved A's and B's.

The instructor maintained that many of the F's were
au-allied because of absenceshe had not seen.some of

these students during the last montil of the course. Even

when rdlninded that his announced criterion was quality,

not class attendance, he refused to alter the F's.

Maw, teachers are unduly tonal,. about class attendance. To be fa'r

and turf, measurement should measure what has been asked for

and nothin4 else.

(51 A foreign language class contained students who had

lived abroad, graduate students working toward the for-

eign language exams, and beginners. One error of any

kind reduced a qiiiz or exam grade to a B, two errors to a
C. and so on. Many studious and responsible students re-

ceived D's and F's in this course.
While high standards are important. there shin Id be some demon-

strable relationship between reasonable expecadons and grading

criteria.

(6) After assigning quite high mid -term grades, an instructor e

declared that students were being cOddled._Without any
warning. term papers were graded very harshlylefter
the withdrawal dale had passed). The final was graded-,
equally severely. Course grades for the class of over 40

included one A, one ¶, and a few D's; the rest were E's.

Colleagues of the instructor arranged for the students to
take another final.

Capriciousness and arbitrariness have no place in evaluation

(7). A freshman was told by an instructor she would receive a

B in his course; her final grade was C. The student was
applying for admission to a competitive program nor
which a few hundredths of a point in her GPA
termine her acceptance. Investigation revealed that the

instructor was a teaching assistant who had left school.

The department chairman believed this instructor's
teaching and testing methods had been questionable and

changed the grade. The student was admitted into the

competitive program.
Most-teaching ar stints do not receive formal instruction or guid-

ance abott testing and grading. Incidents such as this one may be

prevalent.

(8) In a course which had a fairly rigid attendance require-

ment, a student requested an excused absence for a

13
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madatcrx appearant e in «nirt and believed the instruc-
tor allowed the absence. The student received a final
grade of C instead of the B he had expected. The instruc-
tor explained the C in different ways: to the student too
maav absences (he disallowed the court appearance): to
the department chairmaninadequate class participa-
tion (records indicated otherwise): to an administrator
poor written work (papers averaged B), The instructor
refused to change the grade, but an academic grim ace
committee directed' a c hange.

tt an si7.(ro, tor ,titio,.. a .i,r,tde evalua-
tor ,it lie ,,tudent',-, trany rcpt interpret tie Lir,ide?

'(.) A freshman who had maintained a C average on all his,
tests received a final grade of F. The instructor explained
that the student had exhibited an improper spirit toward
the subject matter and refused to alter the grade.

\A is 11 ab011t the Kyrie's, tot ,;raduiti a student'-
1,r attitude

While there are no documented reports about the
degree to which care is exercised, a number of factors
indicate that too much academic measurement in the
classroom is conducted in a .;avalier fashion. On the

basis of an-inspection of numerous tests over the
years, loudly voiced and sometimes embittered laments

by many students, and observation of too many untutored
graduate teaching assistants assigned the entire chore

of testing and grading. we developed a healthy
skepticism about the practices in force.

(10) A student with the highest overall point total in her class
(90 percent) received a B.rather than an A as her final
grade. The instructor explained that his point system was
absolute and that while she had a "moral A," he could
not,give her an A for the course. During the conversation
he told her he thad given another student a B when that
student had wily enough points for a C. He rationalized
that there was a difference between giving someone a B
and givingsomeone an A but did not explain what the dif-
ference was. Tie student appealed to the grievance'com-
mittee.

rfidergraduate., shaft that the frequentlx encounter this, profes.
,onal attitude. ,11(10)01 seldom in such a blatant incident. Assign:
log a grade in sin ie u manner is not responible evaluation,

(11) A female student was informed by a profesr: "Women
do not belong in my field." Her grade for the course was
significantly lower than the average she had Maintained.

14
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The injusti«) vv as re( titled with the assistance of the de-
partment chairman.

kat es must IT eliminated ua e% almiting student a( hie ".

meet e( el ettort should he made to minimize personal pre
mda

4

Complaint About Test 'Comiitions

1121. A. final %%as administered to 130 students in a crowded
classroom where it was easy for students to copy 'front
each others' papers. Although many students thought the
situation was unjust, the instructor refused to change the
test Jocation, blaming the institution for assigning-too
man% students to the class and for providing the small
classroom. An administrator the department chairman,
and the college dean interve ed, and the test was given
again under satisfactory conditions.

irt,'Itkqiilatt' and improper testine c onditions are inexcusable.

Most student complaints seem to be about grades or the
symbols, not about testing or measurement where the

basic problems are. Apparently most students are
unaware of the fundamental issues in measurement and

evahiation and do not know the questions they should
be asking. They are not alone in seeing just the tip of the

evaluation iceberg. Thousands of studies have been
conducted about grades and grade point averages

IGI'As I, but the measuring devices from which those
(symbols.' are derived are rarely questioned.

Most of the students' complaints seem to be about grades or the
smbels. not about testing Or measurement where the basic prob-
lems are. Apparently most students are unaware of the fundamen-
tal issues an measurement and evaluation and do not know the
questions the% should he asking. They are not alone In seeing just
the tip of the evaluation iceberg. Thousands of studies have been
«uulited about grades and grade point averages IGPAsl, but the
mear4thng devwes from which those symbols are derived are rarely
questioned

Study Influences

The M( is of testing upon.learning have been almost totally ignor'-

ed. ;;'et evenmental scientists have been concerned for many years
with the effects the act of measurement has upon the object or phe-

15
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reimenou beim, eiisured A good e \ample is a bloodlpressure read-
ing At least two feature-, of the at of measuring blood pressure dis-
tort the true reading. the pressure of the inflated cuff and, for some
people. the emotional reaction to the procedure. The reading is false
to .ome degree because of either or both of These.

t.:( nerd ti ms of students li,nto told their faculty that testing influ-
ences them The study a< ( ording to the type of test they, are going
to take and in so doing learn different features of the material. A
tow studies support their assertions. Meyer found, by analyzi4
notes mule and the booklets which contained new material to be
leArned. that a smaller prr( outage of students who were to receive

essal, test used underlining and a greater percentage of them
made t1111111a fit, than students who were to take objective tests.
Thomas and Augstein found that students who were informed that
their test on a paper on genetics would he in essay form, but who in
fact took objective and essay tests,l-performed better on both types
than del students who studied the same material under the impres-

1sion that their test would he objet ive (but received the two types).
Felker and Dapra demonstrated t at comprehension-type questions
wee more effei In, for pillion( ing problem solving than verbatim-
0, pe kniest oink,.

Directions

It seems likely that traditional testing and evaluation practices
written tests covering subject matter and grading on curveswill
«intim. on a grand sc ale, especially in lower-division courses. Theremainder of this policy paper is devoted primarily to introducing
faculty members to basic principles of measurement and some of the
prominent unresolved issues of grading. Improved-testin-deviees------and practices will help learning ,and grading. Numerous volumes
have been written about most of the topics that we only mention;
carefully selected references are given in Chapter 6. The purpose
throughout this volume is to alert faculties to some exceedingly
complex problems. The neasurement of learning, the assigningrof
grades. and determining the significance of the process are inordi-
nately complicated procedures.

16
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Setting Learning Goals

A

Teachers must understand what factors plciy a part in the
measurement of learning. Faculty who pay ample atten-
tion to course content are often vague about the process
of evaluation. If learning goals and course objectives are
properly defined, they will be essential ingredient4 of suc-
cess for student and teacher alike.

17
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0NE OF TH5 STUDENT- REACTION -TO- INSTRUCTION FORMS

used at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville allows instructors
to write in extra items.. Just before a term ended, one instructor
wrote in, "Rate your progress on the course objectives." We sug-
gested that he might list the objectives himself and.ask the students
to rate their progress on each one. He replied he wasn't certain
what the objectives were. but he would try to determine them after
the course Was over.

How does one measure at all if one does not know what one wish-
es to measure? Instructors should not be like St. Augustine when he
declared, "For so it is, 0 Lord my God, I measure it; but what it is I
measure, I' do not know."

Goals and Objectives

It should go without saying that effective evaluation (testing and
grading) is based on well-established goals and objectives, yet fre-
quently it is not. Faculty devote great amounts of attention to the
content of their courses (what to include, how to include it, and
what to exclude), but too few give as much time or energy to the
process of evaluation, even. though the goals and objectives of a
course and of evaluation are the same.

Goals and objectives are often thought of separately so that their
roles in evaluation may be delineated.-Goals-may be defined as the
hoped-for, end results or products of a sequence of educational
events. Goals may apply tea single course or to a sequential pro-

18
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gram (e.g :41 moor'. Objectives are the short-range events in a se-((tient e leading to a goal.
Goals can best be measured through the assessment of well=debited objectives. This principle is as true for a professor's courseas it 1*, 'for a college's curriculum. The goal for this volume is"improving testing and grading." One measure might be the number

of facult \ who seek to apply the principles expounded. The objec-tives are for faculty to understand the detailed ways of attaining thegoal. One measure might be their performances on a carefully con-structed written test over the contents.
Goals and objectives should be stated in as empirical a fashjon aspossible so that they will be susceptible to evaluation. It is true that

some educational goals are difficult to state in definitive terms, but
(tifticulty is no e \cuse for not trying to come to grips with the clarityof goal statements.

True, some curriculum and course goers do seem to defy evalua-
tion Such goals. often found in college catalogs and course syllabi;usually run as follows: The liberal arts education provides the indi-vidual with the ability to comprehend the great outlines of knowl-
edge. the principles upon which it rests, the scale of its parts, its

It should go without saying that effective evaluation
f testing and grading] is based on well-established goals
and objectives. Yet frequently it is not. Faculty, devote

great amounts of attention to the content of their courses
j,what`to include, how to include it, and what to

exclude), but too few give as much time or energy to the
process of evaluation, even though the goals and

objectives of a course and ofevaluation are the same.

lights and shadows. A liberally educated person is identified byquality of mind. Educators insist these respectable and cherishedgoals should not be compromised. As stated, they correspond to the
accepted definition of a goal as abstract statement of a hoped-for
result (Mager. 1972). They do not, however, tell how to achieve re-sults. This is where objectives play a crucial role in describing what
knowledge, skills. understanding, and behavior:; (such as'loboratory
abilities) the Students should possess after completing their experi-ence of the curriculum.

It is in defining objectives. that many courses and curricula fall
short and thereby complicate evaluation. It is generally assumed
that the lauded goals are accomplished through various curricula,but the objectives are stated no more clearly than the goals, andhence the confusion.

Although this presentation of the basic principles of setting goals
and objectives is concerned with the level of the individual courseand the individual test, what pertains at this level is applicable to anentire curriculum. Courses within a curriculum are assumed to be
cumulative. The vast majority of courses have prerelquisites that

19
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.

assume that the successful completion of bne course's objectives

provides passage to the nest ('ours('. It is assumed that all the

courses contribute to lite goals of a curriculum or program.

Matching T,est Items and Objectives

One of the most frequent violations of good procedure in setting ob-

jectives for achievement assessment is a mismatch between the ob-

jective and the unit of measurement chosen to assess it. TIle basic

unit of measurement of an objective is the indiVidual te'st iterff, and it

is imperative that the two be well matched. In -courses in measure-

ment, though, even 'some bright and well-informed graduate stu-

dents have great difficulty preparing lest items that adequately

match the stated objectives. Matching is difficult, but not impos-

sible, particularly if objectives havd been carefully stated.

As Mager (1973) so aptly states: "The issue of inappropriate test

items is a widespread phenomenon. .and a practice (mat-prac-

tice?) most urgently in need of improvement. When we deceive the

student by discrepancies between our words and our deeds, both he

and We are the losers."
The first task in testing, therefore, is to define objectives clearly.

These should be made as concrete as possible. Then matching the

unit of measurement (the test item) to the objective becomes some-

what easier and one can choose the appropriate test item format. If,

for example. "knowledge of," as opposed to "skillin," an academic

area is a course goal. then one would choose a compatible set of ob-

jectives and units of measurement (test items) to assess its achieve-

ment. These two guile different tasks obviously call. for different

performances or behaviors.
Students frequently complain that an exam did not clover the con-

tent of.* course. This often means that there was a ngismatch be-

tWeen the test items and the objectives. It is crucial to have a sound

understanding of vAat types of performances are required by the

objectives. Only in thN way can one construct'the appropriate item

to moOsure the achievenient of the objective. In this sense, each test

itemis a criterion-referenced item; that is, each item serves as a

means of identifying a student's status with respect to an establish-

ed standard or,of assessing objectivA.
We pointed out earlier that some academic fields appear to 1)4

more easily accessible to measurement than others. However, one

iencounters as many errors in tests assessing achievement in

mathematics as in literature. In this regard, no academic domain or

area seems to be entirely free of error. What appears to be a dis-

crepancy between complex (difficult to get at) and simple (easy to

get at) domains could be greatly reduced if the basic principles of

setting objectives were followed. In short, one must make the deci-

sion whether the objectives will lead to "knowledge of," skills.

"concepts about," "understandings of" (all manifested in writing)

or ovest behm%iors (manifested by manipulating laboratory equip-

ment, Tor example).
There is probably no better way of stating an objective (or initiat-

ing-thinking about objectives) than to pose the following question at

the outset of the course: What do I want my students to be able to do
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at do. end of this.course?
Thus ugually generates a long list of rather lofty goals that must be

translated into objectives. The key words are be able to do: read a
map. prepare a brief. test for. diabetes, explain how a bill becomes a
law, des( rife the human eve, solve an equation. write an essay.

DomZiin Dictates Objectives

Mere is perhaps nothing more frustrating to students than to be
told that a course objective is for them to be able to wrjte a granit.
ma brads, correct theme of 100 words and then have a well-meaning
professor discount. points for lack of imagination an or creativity.
Errors of this sort are commonplace. Not only is this A error in sta-
ting objectives to students, it is also an error in the choice of the ap- 4
propriate item format or type. Creativity is an extremely difficult

One of the most frequent violations of good procedure
in.setting objectiies for achievement assessment is a

mismatch between the objective and the unit of
measurement chosen to assess it. The basic unit of
measurement of an objective is the individual test

item, and it is imperative that the two be well matched.
In courses in measurement, though, even some bright

and well-informed graduate students have great
difficulty preparing test items that adequately match
the stated objectives. Matching is difficult, but not

impossible, particularly if objectives have been
carefully stated.

area to assessbut not impossible. One first defines it and 4hen
chooses or constructs the appropriate items to assess its presence
or absence.

The problem of choosing appropriate objectives and subsequent
test items foi assessing achievement within a given domain or area
,Les point up that the domain determines objectives. to a degree.
We are not siiggesting that faculty back away from trying to assess
those goals that they regard as important just.because a got'l might
seem fuzzy. We are not sympathetic with those who contend that the
crucial things within their domain ar-, inaccessible to objective as-
sessment and who often claim that only experience and subjective
judgment can serve as bona fide assessment. We repeat: If some-
thing is worth being made a goal, itis worth being objectified! This
position in no way lessens the admirable qualities of a goal.

A good example is a course in art appreciation. If a goal of the
course is to appreciate fine art, one simply has to state what the
student should be able to do at the course's conclusion. For
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example, the student might be expected to be able to choose from a
list of paintings fix7e that would be considered as representative of
fine art by a panel of experts. fine art, in turn; having been made

definable.hy excluding fron(it violations of characteristics common
to fine art, g.. good compositloe, perspective, and so on.

The cia:m that these types of assessment issues are not accessible
or are too open to sublective internretatiop is inaccurate. There is
little questiOn that today's dime-a-dozen novels will not be cilmor-
row's literary masterpieces or Pulitzer Prize winners. There is little
room for doubt that Dante's Inferno is sup.,:ior. Subjectivity enters
when one is'asked to indicate whether one likes or dislikes a book.
This is a personal rendition of one's own experience, but to be able
to discern the characteristics of great literature from a random
selection of books is something someone r:an learn to do and subse-
quently demons fro b.

To emphasize the importance of dbfining anti specifying perfor-
mance objectives, Mager (1973) suggests the rather humorous "Hey
lad'' technique. Here, one places a course objective within the fol-
lowing context: "Hey Dad, let meshow you how Itgin. 1" If the re-

sult of filling in the blank-is a seemingly absurd statement, the ob-

jetctive is too broad and needs clarification and' implification. In our
example of art appreciation, as a courso objective, the following ab-
surditl, would be the result: Hey Dad-, let me'show yqu how I can
appreciate fine aft!" This absurdity carf-,be obviated by specifying
the generally agretd-upon component behaviors or performances of
art appreciation. The following examples make the initial objective
more tolerable:

Bev Dad, 1,1 me show you bow j c an. when presented with them. accu-
rately identify 10 out of 10 Renaissance paintings. supply their titles
and the artists' Flanws, name two additional paintings each has done,

when and here each lived. three «attributions each has made to the
histori, of art. and two elements of their work that have led them to be
Judged ati outstandnot in the history of art

In this fashion, art appreciation becomes less fuzzy and is more
easily assessed.,

An Illustration

There are several ways of measuring the extent4rhich course ob-

jectives have been met. As previously mentioned, the domain or
area does exercisw some influence over the type of test or measure-
ment one uses to assess course pbjec.tives. There is, however, a
basic. reciprocity between the is of test-employed an'd the objec-

tides of a course. For example, it just makes good sense tp use per-
forrninc.e (i.e., observable Behavior) to assess the-cbjectives of per.
formancq courses. Most of the physical sciences require laboratocy
skills, the attainment of which requires the instructor to observe
whether the student can do the task in question. Most academic
courses are assessed by asking students to perform on a written ex-
am. In other words. instructors areassessing students' ability to do
something vis-a-vis their response to a written question. Within this
form of testing, we ask them to demonstrate knowledge of or about
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in a varlet % of multiple-chop e testing. matching, true-false.
and essal., to mention just a few of the varieties.

An eample demonstrates how a simple objective is amenable to
different testing forms. The basic case of "Making a Pot of Coffee" is
drawn from Mager (1973). Making a pot of coffee with an electric
coffee pot -calls for knowing how to do. definite things;

111)..... maw, t r otfer put. (21 tii.,,P,winblv a offee pot. (3) r lean compon-
ent anti pot. 11) arper omlififients of put, (5) fill pot with water: 161

;,ropons.nt, of pia, 171 fill basket with c °flee: (81 reconnect
I IMP,' pat, dial un r oftee pot, ijoi note if pht is perking properly.

A student's knowledge can be assessed in a variety of test types.
One of the objectives to teaching coffee making might call, for a
knowledge of (or ability to recognize or state) tlul* correct sequence
of a( non in making a pot of coffee. One multiple-choice question
ould take the following fofm:

(111lit items ht(lee., who tip. the nrst step in makue-,. a pot of coffee.
ht) lilt the haslet milli ioffp
HO note it pot is perking properb,
it l disassemble e (dee pot

(fist "Pile( I I OfffC 11441

An wtsay question requiring this same: knowledge might take the
following form. Please describe in no more than 100 words the 10
important steps in maVing a pot of coffee.

A matching test on coffee making might be prepared as follows:

1a)..., titer, other step and.rnake I ompanson

I eft

stT) I di., male( t e (11f(4. part
1 flea!) e omponents and pot

till pot v.ith %%titer
till ii,v4e,t 'with coffee

'HAI dial on roffre pot
.

right and left list:

Right

Step' 2 disassemble coffee pot
4 inspect components
6 reassemble components
8 reconnect c6ffee pot

10 watch to see if pot is perk-
ing properly

Then shuffle the right 'fist till dome the folli)wing.
`41P 1 nisi mine( t collie pot '

3 ,1,,np (ompenents and pot
Step__ reassemble components

__ disassemble coffee pot
5 fill pot 141th water watch to see if pot is
7 fill Ihisket with coffee perking properly
9 set dial on coffee pot inspect components

. reconnect coffee pot

The matching test for the students would then be:

The list on the left contains the correct ordering of steps 1,153. and 9
of the 10 appropriate steps in making a cup of coffee. The list on the
right contains steps 2,4,6.8. and 10. However, the steps on the right
have been shuffled. Your task is to draw a line from Step 1 on the left to
the appropriate-Step 2 on'the right: a lige from Step 3 on the left to the
orrect StPp 4 on the right and so on until you haVelorrectly matched

all ICY steps in (heir correct sequence.
,

As we shall presently see, test construction,is a time-consuming
task, principally because the preparation "of learning 'objectives
must be done with great care. This is the key to successful testing.
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. Constructing Tests

FacultV widely conftlse'concepts of measurement and
student evaluation. Regardless of the type attest chosen,
both concepts must be carefully kept in mind. Mulfiple-
choice and essay testsare most commonly used in col-
lege today. A thorough analysis of their structure and put-
ppse clarifies underlying principles of evaluation as
learning tool.

t
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OUR INVESTIGATIONS-INTO STUDENT ASSESSMENT HAVE
led to several conclusions: (1) There is real confusion about the con-
cepts of measurement and evaluation. (2) Many faculty members

0' believe their discipline is so unique that little is to be learned about
academic measurement from faculty of other disciplines. (3)

Instructors feel there must be no interference in their testing and
' grading of studentsnot even by their own disciplinary colleagues.

Tests should promote learning. They should assist the student and
the instructor in determining whether learning goals are being
achieved. If they do not. then both participants may alter strategies.
In this private context, formal measurement is of little importance,
because errors in judgment by the instructor can be corrected and
honest diffemnces of opinion ca'n be resolved. Central to exchanges
between the two is the student receiving detailed criticism of his or
her work and constructive suggestions for improving it.

What has happened. however, is that the letter symbols resulting
from tests are used almost solely for official record keeping. Many
instructors do not view testing as Part of the learning process and
as a result resent spending class time on it, return exams to students
with no correction marks or comments upon them, and never show
final exam results to students.,Students, in acceptinthis limited use
of tests, strive to gain points rather than to learn.

In this context, it is difficult to understand how the defensive cTy
of "academic freedom" (meaning "Stay away; I'll test end grade as
I please") can be justified. Faculty members are fallible. They can
be capricious (Case 6, page 14) in their judgments of student
achievqment, and poorly constructed tests can support those judg-
ments. Id the final analysis, it is the student who pays the price; and

2t r) .
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t!,e h tii stulents are harmed the most, They are the ones who en-
gage in "grade grubbing- because they hope to enter graduate and
professiorod se hools. and very tiny fractions of CPA points may de-
ride their fates,

The thesis here i$ simple. Since the results of Measurement of .student at hieveml.nt are c urrently used more to servb the public
than tin promote learning (that the results are made available to
employer's and otherti,to be used in the selection process), individual
facuity members ean no longer pretend infallible judgment about
s,tudent assei,sment. While we disagree with this public function.
sine ! it w ill ( ()Winne it must be improved. This chapter will explain
am) c larity the com.'epts of both testing and grading, and introduce
some of the necessart, principles for techniques of measurement.

Concepts: .Measure. Evaluate

The word -measure"- has at least 40 different meanings (Lorge). In
the present context n sure is intended to mean all those activities

Since the results of measurement of student achievement
are used more to serve the public than to

promote learnini [that is, the results are made available
to employers and others to be used in thoselection
proces,sJ, individual faculty members can no longer

pretend infallible judgment about student assessment.
While we disagree with this public function, since it

will continue it must be improved.

which are nec essary to quantify learning or achievement: the pre-
paration of single questions or items, the selection of items or ques-
tions to make up a test or examination, the conditions under Which
the test-is administered. scoring each individual item, and assigning

score, number, or quantity to the whole. In everyday parlance, allof these activities are referred to as testing.
The goal of objectivity is sought in all measurement. In the hands

of several trained people. the same instrumentwhether a ruler, awatch, ,a sextant, a sphygmomanometer, an English testshould
yield the same reading. Ebel's (1972) definition applies with equal
force to all educational tests: "A measurement is objective if it canbe verified by another independent measurement. If it cannot be,
that is. if the measurement reported depends more on the person
making the measurement than on the person being measured, it is
unlikely to be very dependable or very useful...."

The greater the care with which an instrument is constructed, the
greater the likelihood that two or more trained people will obtain
the same reading (or quantity or score) for the same value or-oper-
ation. Most people seem to be alert to this principle for physical
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Test- Question Principles 4

Mere is at least one unalt!uable tat t about testing. It is
iro 1 here are no short t uts to construt ting a good test. Tests

take many forms multiple-choi«.: true-false. ;.ssa}\. matching.
( iiiiplehon.problems, interpretive. Ad combinatiors o' these. We
hate set forth certain print 114s and reommendatitais that are ap--
plo able to written tests beciat s without question sucl tests are
used almost tkt lusively in higher equcalion. In this t min ction the
work of Ebel (19ob. 1972r1as been drawn on heavily, and the reader
might also see Adkins and Dressel.

The bass unit in a written test is the individual item or
questionimprovement in measurement begins at this point.
fudging from the literature, less attention has been devoted to item
preparation than to any other feature .if tc;-,t construction. For this
reason. «m-ta m print iples of item preparation are emphasized, with
many e\amplt;s. ,

Instrin tors who prepare items or questions must possess several
abilities: N. - .

.A thorough master of the subject matter. Item writers must be
at qualified with fat is and principles, attuned to their implications.
and aware of popular fallacies and misconceptions. Most graduate
teat fide assistants do not have such mastery.

A rational and well-developed set of aims or objectives for the
instrut hon. For most courses these will include helping students
learn facts and principles, make abstract generalizations, be criti-
cal, and apply what has been learned in other settings. The impor-
tance of aims and objectives cannot be overstressed.

A mastery of written communication. Thos'who have written
for publication have learned how difficult it is to choose the right
worls and to arrange them to conVeythe meaning intended. Stu-
dents probably give the words in tc-t quJStions much more critical
attention than almost any'ther prose receives.

A knowledge of the special techniques of item writing and how
to use them. Some of these will be discussed further on.

Since the two test forms used most commonly are multiple-choice
and essay and since our space is limited, we will discuss the devel-
opment of only these two in some detail.

Multiple-Choice Questions

Multiple-choice tests have been condemned roundly by many,in-
structors and students (the latter sometimes refer to them as multi-
ple-guess). Much of this criticism is well-founded because many
tests are constructed carelessly. Items tend to be ambiguous and to
emphasize the trivial. In one study (McGuire), three judges classi-
fied test 'items that covered knowledge in mq.dical subjects and
unanimously agreed that over half of the items measured predomin-
antly recall and rec,ognition, of isolated information. Fewer than one
fourth of the items were thought by any single judge to require even
simple elements of interpretation or problem solving.

Properly developed, however, multiple-choice tests can tap many
facets or learning. The principles here set forth are merely introduc-

_
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Nary and into, appear det eptikeh simple. but their applit Mimi is
time-consuming and demanding. Illustratne questions or items* are
uncomplu a ted in the hope they hill Pnalife the dist ',pinto spot ial-
ist to focus upon the principle.

(1) Strive for item ilarit3,. the English language is full of ambiguous
words. The"printed page c donut co e% such ( hies tit, meaning as
voice inflections and fat nil expressionsfrest items should not be
verbal puzzles. A test's purpose is to test or measure knowledge
rather than verbal puzzle- sallying Adds. The major recommenda-
tion for attaining clarits nn items or questions is. Every item. before
it is used. should be responded to by a colleague and by an ad-
vanced student (the latter will deter t Gagueness. ambiguities, hod
errors the former might miss). .

(2) Include in the stem or both all necessary qualifications that me
heeded for answer selec ton. Consider the following multiple-choice

.question:
If a ship is w fel Iked in a'n, deep mater halm!' far mill IF sink.?
I lust- under tht surtax
2 o the bottom
i ['old the pressure tat

4 Tar a depth %%hit h depends al part upon the amount ot air It on-
tams

The instructor intended 2 as tht. corm t answer. but several capa-
ble students t hose 4 because they c onsidered the possibility (which
the instructor failed to etc ludo) that a m,rccked ship might not sink
completely.

. (3) Generally. omit nonfunt None' words. They tend to interfere with
comprehension. Consider:

wink math, in the(' S teare.1 the inflationan, effes is of a tzerteral tax
redly tam. there ta, as m oh.spread suppart for federal ( alrranutatv-
properti, tax law under win( h
I husbands,and tilt es a amid ..pht their a tanlaned tux alma, and file sep-

arate returns
2 homesteads would be exempt from Ina al real estate taxes.

state nu alma, taxa-, nindtt he (halm tad from federal returns.
4 farmland t axes %%odd he Amer

Comprehension of this item mal,, be facilitated by rewording it as
follows:

1:ommututv.properti, ta x laws permit
I husbands and wives to split their I ortanned ma ome and lila sep-

arate returns
2 homesteads to be exempt from ha al real estate taxes.
3 state uu onto taws to be &Au( fed on federal returns.
4 farmland taxes to be lowered.

Sometimes. though, it is useful to include introductory statements
that help to emphasize importance:

The pollutom of streams in the more populous regions of the United
States is (mislay; a onsiderable a omen,. What is the effect. If any. of
sew age on the fish life of a stream?

itw.e.ar. forn b 14.0,01t I VY, ftbny; the a- itent if, idurational Measurement. milted in F

I iri,bpito ahto Om. III 1nri, an I sift, at 1,0 Ed,. ,anal .31's loed by pg,rrn,,,,,,,n
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I 0 destroys lash In robbing them of oxy,.ten
2 It poisons fish by the germs it earrle,.

It fosters deyelopment of nonedible game fish that lest tin edit&
fish .

4 Sewage itself has no harmful effei t on fish life,

(4) Beware of unessential specificity and/or trivia. Consider:
What pert ent of the milk supply to mums 'pilules of user 1.000 was
safeguarded by 'When uhn testing. abortion test mg. and pasteuriza-
tion?
1 II 1 pert eat
2 20. i per( Nit
I II. i pert out

4 51.9 pert ut
5 83 percent

This item, encouraging rote memorizing, is an illustration of the triv-
ia about which so many students complain. Furthermore, such fig-
ures are seldom as precise as they appear.

(5) Be certain the stem is accurate. Consider:
%%In dui Germany want war in 1914?
1 She ,e; following an imperiabstn policy..
2 ',he had a long-standing grudge against Serbia,

She wanted to try out new-veapons.
4 Fran( e and Russia hemmed her in.

Who is in any position to say that Germany wanted war? Such ine4g-
actitudes may strengthen misinformation on the part of students.

(6) Adapt the level of ilifficulty of the item to the group and to the
purpose for which the item is intended. Consider:

If a tree iti growing in a climate where rainfall is heavy, are large
leaves an advantage or a disadvantage?
r An advantage. because the area for photosynthesis and transpire-

bon is in( reased.
2 An advantage. because large leaves protect the tree during heavy

rainfall
A di4advantage, because large leaves give too much shade.

4 A disadvantage. because large leaves absorb too .ouch moisture
from the air,

The above item illustrates an increased level of difficulty because it
requites knowledge of both the answer and an explanation for it.

(7) Omi. clues to the correct respol.,:e..Itcms that contain clues or
cues are not measuring what the instructor intended. Including
clues is perhaps the most frequent error made in multiple-choice
tests. In the following item it is necessary only to know that "exert"
is commonly used with "pressure":

What does an enclosed fluid exert on the walls of its container?
1 Energy 3 Pressure
2 Fri( non 4 Work

In the next item the stem calls for a plural answer, which occurs
only in 4.

Among the causes of the Civil War were:
I Southern jealousy of northern prosperity.
2 Southern anger at interference with the foreign slave trade.
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f %ftrOlf't 14 tpplI\ inflit to taHiifi,.! Libfoorma as a state

1
1111}111.", tivit \ otc OW tariff and t -institution

In the no \t item the correct answer hits been stated more pre( iselv

and at 7,,reater lenoll than the others. Students I etch on quickly to

such a lie'.

w tit v,4T 1411114114 .itis rad% too go to %%al with I'm:hind in 1 81 2?

1 1 tuK wished to 1141114q oar alhare th I C,1111 e

I la-. wanted additional territior\ for agricultural \ plosion did
tett that sly Ii a war might Aloud ,1 good oppoirtumt to auto

mad,*
to ,VIA1111101)1/',, 1)uhe1.\col neutrah0.

I I 114,, epre,vitted e oner, lal interests hill+ li talaired war

In the MAI item there art*. common elements ill the stem and in the

tr-,V.

Vlhat lol to the hirmatisai of States Rights Party?
I the 14.1,0 of tederal tavition
.1 I he &roam! 111 states for the right 10 Make their (A% ra laecs

.11111aStticat,,IMM 14 the South
1 he 4 corruption of man\ a 10. governments

such specific clues as "all.." "always," "certainly," and
"never" are to be avoidedthey are clues to incorrect answers.
Moreover, scholars are leery of absolutes and probably should en-

,.

courage students to be.

(8) Do not use a negatively stated item stem. Experience has shown

tfu.t these tend to confuse students. yet some items contain two and

three negatives and seem like intricate verbal, puzzles.

Who hot these is not one of the purposes of Russia in consolidating the

(.4410)104111St part 1, orgonuation throughout Eastern Europe?

1 fit babito e the MiltHHCP of the V. e tern democrm les
In bolster her of mien( position
1,, improc Russian.Ameru an relations

4 to improve' her politic al bargaining position

lie 11 of these is not trIM of a virus?
1

It N i (imposed of very' large hying ( ells

11 repridin r
t It an h.,' only in plant, and :nand rens,

4 It 4 an e 11.1m.

(9) Be certain that the correct answer is o e on which competent
critics agree. Consider: -7 pJ

tvlial is the ( lief differem 0 m research work between colleges and in-

dustrial firms?
(,alleges do min h researc h, industrial firms

2 (.alleges .ire more ( em erned with hasp- research, industrial firms
Kith applu alums
college., la( k the well-equipped laboratories which industrial firms

maintain.
4 Colleges publish results. while industrial firms keep their findings

sri ret

Competent authorities could not agree upon the best response to the
above. If this type of item is to be used, a qualification should be of-

fered in..the stem, such as. "According to , the chief differ-

ence...:*
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(10) Avoid answer alternatives that overlap or include each other.
Yhat pt.;-«lit of the total fproper0,1 loss clue to had is the loss Of

griming t rope'
I Less than 20 pert 4411
2 .1.*-os than 30 per( 4m11
3 `tore than 50 pert eie

`tore than 95% pvr«snt

If i is correct, 'then 2 is also correct; and if 4 is correct. then 3is
correct.

This discussion is not intended to suggest that test questions for
college students should be simple or tests easy. For the tnost part,
the examples emphasize item.clarity; they do not deal with what
should he measuredfactual information. concepts. appreciation,
and so on. Many authorities believe that multiple-choice items, if
constructed with great care, can measure conceptual knowledge,
ability to generalize. and so forth. The way to prepare such items is
to he clear about one's own objectives.ofinstruction and to enlist the
assistance of one's colleagues in judging whether a particular item
measures what is intended.

Fssay Questions

For a variety of reasons, essay questions or items require less prep-
aration time than multiple-choice ones; on the other hand, the essay

type requires much more time to score. We estimate, however, that
for classes numbering around 35 students the instructor would in-
vest about equal time, for properly prepared multiple- choice tests
and for properly scored essay ones. Faculty time. howevekris not
the sole criterion for deciding between the two types of test. The es-
say question. permitting freedom of response-, can test how students
approach a problem, what information they think is important, and
what conclusions they reach. Debates continue over other qualities
or abilities that essay questions are purported to measure (for a re-
search review, see Yeasmeen and Barker).

Whatever the merits and faults of essay questions, they afford
students an opportunity to express themselves in their own words,
as Stalnaker, among many others, has emphasized. Essay questions
compel students to think about a topic, decide what to say about it
and how to say it, and do the writing. These are important abilities
in an educated person, and many faculty members are convinced
that the development of these abilities has been deterred by the ex-
cessive use of objective tests. At the very least, essay questions give
students an incentive to write.

Most of the principles for promoting multiple-choice item clarity
apply equally to essay questions. The application of sever) addi-
tional principles will increase the chances of aPtaining scoring con-
sistency (or reliability).

) Limit the scope of the question. There is simply no way of scoring
Flirty such broad questions as "Discuss Shakespeare's tragedies"
or "Analyze the energy crisis." Moreover, students must guess
which replies will please the instructorthey must "psych out the
prof." ,
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Restrn teals el the s( op,. may tart, ut «iiirse.'hulits may be im-

posed ( for brel.itY and ( in iseness, insisting upon cult a
levY* semen( es. or ey el. spel thing the spare to be used. Questions
may be strie lured an other waysby asking students to ( (Impart..
( entrast, discriminate. non. limitations. draw aileron( es. state ( )J11-
i IllS1011', ter,o1Y. :Ind so On

1/41

(21 Avoid steins in tioil (ire based pet synni feplings. Ed-.
ators are m no position to measure or quantify students' feelings

ihi" about any issue Su( b questions as. What does modern art mean to
you?. Ho you relate to the writings of (i.e. ummings?. and How do
you feel about Truman as a President? promote "psyching out the.
prof."-If the answers are trat.st. there are no stardards by which
they ( be quantified. To many people modeneart means nothing:
others cannot abide cummings. and well- informed persons dif-
fer about Truman. Where the affective domain is concerned. unfair
and improper judgments are more likely to be rendered, can official
records when students' feelings and opinions do not agree with
those of their instructors.

(3 He certain that an adequate . answer can be given in the NW,
allowed: It is amazing how often this simple rule is violated, even by
those who know from personal experience how difficult it is to or-
ganize thoughts and present them coherently. Again. the issue is
what is being measured. the quickest student is not necessarily the
best one in all respects.

(4) Use the following procedures for storing essay items. bearing in
mind that the subject is measurement and the goal of measurement
is.' objectivity:

Minimize. as far as possible. cues that will identify the awn Ors
of the papers: at the wry least. remove the names. It is all too easy
to allow extraneous knowledge about a student to influence the
marking of his (ir her paper. Such precautions should help to assure
minority students that the marking process is free of discrimination.

Vrite out an ideal answer ahead of time and ask a colleague to
do likeWise: combine the two into a standArd with which students*
replies can. tie compared.

S( or each item on a point scale without reference to a passing
grade (assigning A grade is evaluation. not measurement): that is,
determine prior to scoring that item 1 can earn 10 points, for ex-
ample. item 2 is worth 20 points. and so on. Total all the points and
then assign a letter grade.

Test Construction

Most tests are composed of several items or questions that are put
together for some specific purpose. measuring students' apitity to
translate a foreign language, for dample. Questions orna given test
constitute a sample of alt the questions that could be asked. There,
,are no hard and fast rules that will produce a representative
sample of questions. but there are guidelines that will increase the
chances of a fair distribution:
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hove the itene, reflec t important °iv( tites you have attempted
'the, guideline is dills ull to elaborate because goals or

obietives will tar% frilm mase to course. The trick is to aim for an
unbiased sample of questions. In Case 1 (page 13), the test was
biased in that the majority of questions. Were on Kant although the
t.:0,114..of the a muse were not limited to understanding that gentle-
man Perhaps the simplest way to avoid an unduly biased sample of
questions on a parts Lair test is to have a colleague criticize it be-
fore the test is ,'ten.

Generallt ,,pealan);, the greater the number of items in a,,,,test!
the more representative the sample. This is, one-of the argumenls in

or it multiple-choice items. In a even period of time, more multi-
, h(iii 0 than ess,1% questions can be answered.

Allow ample time for all students to respond to alrthe ques-
noir, ie erl+eraenre rolleagues about the optimum length of a
test Qiken time period «ii1 be helpful.

Regardless of the care with which tests are constructed,
there will be errors just as there are errors in all

measurement. In physical measurement, the,errors stem
from at least two sources, defects in the measuriog

instrument and perceptual distortions associated with
the person taking the reading. For educational

measurement there is an additional sourcethe person
being measured. The performance of anyone tends to
fluctuate from day to day for a variety of reasons. The

goal, then. is to minimize errors in measurement.

-1/

Errors in Test Constructinn

Regardless of die rare with which tests are constructed, there will
"bp errors just as there are errors, in all measurement. In physical,
measurement. the errors stem from at least two sources, defects in
the measuring instrument and perceptual distortions associated
with the person taking the reading. For educational measurement
there is an additional sourcethe person being measured. The per-
forbanue of iiiwone tends to fluctuate from day to day for a variety
of reast.n, "I'll'' goal, then. is to minimize errors in measurement.

Regarding the instrument or test. clearly written items and a rep -
re'a of material will decrease errors end increase.
reliability the., consistency or stability). Also, generally speaking,
the longer a test. the greater its reliability: Multiple-choice tests
tend to be more reliable than essay ones because more questions
( an he answered in a specified period of time.

As for reliability of marking. properly prepared multiple-choice
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tests art' the least seine( t to error. Sc trim; of essay' tests tends to-
unreliability or inconsistency. Two or more instructors are

likely to arrive at different scores, and the same instructor may ar-
m e at different scores at different times. The reliability. of a given
lest ran be determined statistically, and for large iiVrodudory
courses silt h determinations are very much in order. Mel (1972)
has estimated the average reliability of college tests to be .45. a cot'
efbcient that reflects unreliability. inconsistency. and imprecision.

(A perfts reef ficient of reliabilit is 1.(10.)
the thirkrsourc e of error. the person being measured, encom-

passes the dav-hralay personal variations we all experience and the
conditions under whit h a test is administered. These can help or
hinder 'performance. For the purpose of averaging out day-to-day
variations. onducting several tests during a course will tend to
yield more reliable or consistent measures than giving a single one.
Although We do not recommend a specific number of tests, it is clear
that giving only one test fur an entire course is likely to be unreli-
,able. As for-physical conditions in a room used for a test, inadequate
c foible non, uncomfortable temperatures, poor lighting. or excessive
crowding will tend to cause inaccurate measures; in Case 12 (page
16). ( heating resulted in inaccurate scores. Poor testing conditions
are inewusable. -

Rhodes his sumniarized the meaning of errors of measurement:

It is assumed that flu' eat h test a student takes. there is a true score he
sh4fuld make that ma% differ faint the score he actually achieves The
true st be fret. of the at cotental error (dosed by factors such
as the questions hetet tf for the test. how, the student feels on the day
;litho test, the temperature of the testing room. and so on. Theoretical-
Is It a student took an infinite number of equivalent editions of a test.

taw., he obtainol would vary somewhat but would cluster
around an average, or t se ore The sr ore a student actually obtains
on <int, 01.111 oct Asiliz, is. them an approximation of this true score and
-.book! be thought of as representing in interval. or obtained -sr Ire
rano. tb limits of whit h are .leternoned by use of the standard error

measurement

Finally, in this respect. there is a statistical formula-for calculating
the standard error of measurement that is useful for large classes.

A test can he very reliable. yielding precise and accurate scores.
but really not measureanything of importance. Such a test is of'
course invalid. While there are t.everal concepts of validity (for de-

tailed discussions. see Eby, 1972), only two need be of direst con-
cerncontent validity and predictive validity.

Content validity means that a test measures what it is supposed to
measure. for example. critical thinking about economics or problem

solVing in calculus. Well-formulatedobjectives for a course are the
first prerequisite for attaining content validity of test items. The sec-
end requireinent is the advice of one's colleagudg.

The multiple-choice items in the following table presumably have
content validity.
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Molt iple.c.hou e Items Intended to '1 est
Various Asper is of Miley Imient*

'oderstanding'of Terminology or Vot aloalart

I be term "huge benefits" has been used frequently in red ant years ua
onset non with labor I tintrat ts What does the term mean?

I let loam, payments for 'atm% e.ave ragi, output
2 Rights ..of employees to draw overtime pay at higher rates

Rights of employers to share in the profits from inventions f their
employees

4 Stn h c ookadtToiloo, as 01111 in WO iris retirement plans, and
health in,,uront e

IA hat is the to hint al definition of the term "prodthlion"?
- I Any mama! proc'ess producing food or other raw material',

2 the c reason of et onorno %aloes
the manilla( lure of finished produi is

4 I he operation of it profit-making ennirprise

Know ledge of Fat-andilhiciple or Generalizations
%%hat print tell as utilized m radar?
I Faint elio trome radiations of far-off olnet*ts coin be deter ted by

supersensitive re( elvers. ,

2 MO frequent radio W(IIVI, are refits tc d by distant objects.
All objet is emit infrared rays. even in darkness

4 Ifigh-frequio y radio waves are not transmitted alike4by all sub.
stances

nut most iretputut soup e of t onflu t betutten the western and eastern
parts of tlw 1 ititM States during the «mrse of the nineteenth «mtury
was
1 The issue tit c urrenc v m (fawn
2 The regulation of monopolies
t Internal ,Improvements

4 Isolationism is internationalism
Immigration

Abdo% to Erplain or Understanding of Relationships

If a pier of lead suspended from one arm of a beam balance is W-
ant ed with a pier . of wood suspended from the other arm, why is the
babas a lost if the system is placed in a vacuum?
1 fhe mss of the wood eveeds the mass of the lead.
2 I he air merts a greater buoyant force on the lead than on the

wood
3 fh attrat non of gravity is greater for the lead than for the wood

when both are in a var num.
4 The wood &spier es more air than the lead.
Should inert hints and middlemen be c) assined prdtlurers or non-

8.prot ur ors? .111, 0
1 As lionprodiu ers. bet ause they make their living off producers arid

onsumers
2 As producers. bet dose they are regulators and determiners of

peer
t'zls iiotho ors lits ouse they old in the distribution of goads and

bring producer and consumer together
4 As prottut ors, his nose they'assist in the circulation of money

Ability to Calculate or Numerical Problems "

If the radius of the earth were increased by three feet, Its cimumfer-
enie at the equator would 1...., nereased by about how ,much.?
1. 9 feet 3. 19 feet
2. 12 boil 4. 28 feet ,

What is the standard deviation of this set of five measures t,2,3,4,5?
1. 1 4 110
2 1,2 5. None of these
1 9

%Lae

n 1..11110 k 14..1..rt 1. Eto1 Essoolialt of Educstiooal Moosuremost c 1972. pp
pont.,I o01) porrnism,,re t.f Prentlie Ilall Inc
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A bath, to Predict or Vhat is Likely to Happen
Under Spec ified Conditions?

If an electric rkrurerator Is operated with the door open in a perfqr tls
insulated sealed room. -shot will happen to the temperature of the

room?
I, ft will rise %Jowls,

Iit t will remain constant
3 It will drop slowly. -

4 It will drop rapidly.
. What would happen if the terminals- of anerdmare household light

bulb were connected to the terminals of on automobile storage battery?

I. The bulb would light to its natural brilliance.
2. The bulb would not glow. though some cufrent would flow through

it.
3. The bulb would explode.
4. The battery witild go dead in a few minutes.

Ability to Recommend Specific Appropriate Action

Which of these practices would probably contribute least to reliable

grades from essay examinations:
1. Weighting the items so that thi, student receives more credit for

answering correctly more."-difficult items.

2 Advance preparation by the rater of a correct ninswer to each

question.
3. Correction of one question at,a time through all papers.'

4, Concealment of student names from the rater.
"None of these" is an appropriate resollinse for a multiple-choice tasf

Item in eases-where:
I. The number of possible responses is limited to two or three.
2 The responses provide absolutely correct or incorrect answert.

3. Marge variety of possible responses might be given.

4. Guesking is apt to be a seriousvproblem.

Ahihty to Make an Evatutitive Judgment

Which one of the following sentences is most appropriately worded for

inclusion in an impartial report resuping from an investigation of a
wage policy in a certain locality?,

4 I. The wages of the worl:ing people are fixed by the one businessman

who is the only large employer in the locality.
2 Since one employer provides a livelihood for the entire population

in the locality. he properly determines the wage policy for the lo-

cality.
3 Sane one employer controls the labor market in the locality. his

policy may not be challenged.
4 In this locality. where there is oily one largo employer of labor, the

wage policy of this employer is really the wage policy of the local-

ity. ,
Whiclrof the following quotationwhas most of the characteristics of

conventional poetry?
1 "I never saw a purple cow;

I never hoot see one."
2. "Announced v all the trumpets of the sky,f Arrives the snow and blasts his ramparts high

3 "Thou -art blind and confined
While I am free for I can see."

4 "In purple prose his passions he betrayed
For verse was difficult.
Here he never si.:.ved."

The predictive validity of college tests is low. That is, scores de-
rived from them do not predict future performance very well. For a
better understanding of predictive validity, considerable research

V.

4.
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is neechd to determine what magnitude of difference between
scores is signific ant. Often student X with a score of 91 will receive
an A. while student Y with 89 will receive a IN. For GPA purposes on
most campuses these translate into.4.00 and 3.00. respectively. It is
assumed that student X can and will out-perform student Y. but the

that this is true is tenuous. Bow large must the difference
be between the two -1. 5.10. 20 poihts or morebefonji the predic
live assumption is substantiated?

Why is precision emphasized? Because CPAs are used in an ex'-
i eptionally precise manner. a when arbitrary cut-off scores are
set. A 3.50 may entitle a studeiii to further consideration for admis-
sion to a prograin. while a 3.49 results in categorical rejection.
t flcler these a ire unistan«s the least that can be striven for is accu-
r.0 in

I
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Grading

A comprehensive evaluation of student performance
should provide guidance for academic improvement,
but students too often 'receive scant critical commentary
on their progress. Letter grading, the most commonly ac-
cepted form of. evaluation, is particularly susceptible to
the charge of insufficient feedback to the student. A more
fundamental grasp of, the options for academic mea-
surement is the most direct route to improved grading.
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EVALUXTIONS SHOULD MEAN PROVIDING A GREAT DEAL OF
information to students about their academic performance
strengths, deficiencies and corrective steps to be taken, relative
standing,'and other pertinent details. Blum has observed in this con-
nection: "It is no secret that students often receive little critical
commentary on their papers and examinations. The result is that
the prospects for academic improvement are diminished...."

There is this paucity of detailed help for students because evalua-
tion now tends to mean the assigning of letter symbols for record-
keeping purposes. The subject of grading is laden with prejudices,
dogmas, and unfounded opinions, and for many years it has tended
to provoke very unscholarly pronouncements. It is not a new dilem-
ma. In 1890. a Virginia institution had a six-point grading scaleop-

. timus. melior, bonus; malus, pejer, and pes4imus. Because the pres-
ident thought too many mediocre students received the grade of op-
timus. the scale was changed to a three-point onedistinguished,
approved, and disapproved. Soon, however, the president was dis-
contented again, for "some bad scholars were approved, and good
scholars were all distinguished" (Cureton).

The purpose in mentioning letter grading is to stimulate scholarly
attention to the subject. Such attention is imperative if progress is to
be-made. Our discussion of the unresolved issues associated with
the assigning of grades is followed by same tentative suggestions for
improvement.

One reason some of the problems here are not yet being resolved
is the fact that several assumptions have not been examined except
by a few specialists. Ariother is the widespread and comfortable be-
lief inside and outside academe that letter grades have considerable
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!wetly to.,e validity In truth. do not (;Reiland has summar-
lied data about the 'mll( twee value of

Re,e,st LF,r- Lo t it,1.1 Opal (hitt tlitt Iti drattn,trattlw that
QT.ott, Ill ,f 11- ,tr.r.tttt to ota, .Ittet tttaktor fit importatt( P. It

tvottItt to rant that the,t tthu du t%lt 1tt tilt ft'
Li, (It, thSt it \,.stelt11.1i1( kilo. di--

" 14. 1:11,. ontr.tr, tit it hd, tott urtt,intir tor

In a re( tent survey, of studies about grades, Warren found that
about half of appro \imatelv 200 articles. papers. and reports that
iiipeared between 1965 and 197,0 dealt with the form of grades (A.B.

P.F: et( and with grades as il-tredictive measures. The other
half were t onrerned with a variety of aspects. such as presumed
Avantages and disadvaatages. Warren concluded: ''These reports,
in spite of their variet, leave large gaps in our knowledge about
grades and grading.... These results do not constitute an impressive
advance in know ledge about an important. ubiquitous process in
hlitheredut anon..

There is this paucity of detailed help for students
because evaluation now tends to mean the assigning

of letter symbols for record-keeping p sposes.
The subject of grading is laden with prejudices.

dogmas, and unfounded opinions, and for many years
it has tended to provoke very
unscholarly pronouncements.

Problems

course grades are used to compare students within an insti-
tivion and across institutions. If measurements are the basis of a
comparison, no twb of anything. let alone the learning of two people.
can be compared unless the same instrument is used for both mea-
surements. Woe be to the cabinetmaker who tries to assemble
pieces of rare and exotic wood some of which he has measured with
a giveaway yardstick and others with a finely calibrated meter
stick. For physical. measurements, lof course. there are many
agreed-upon scales'or unitsinch: yard. mile. ounce, pound, ton.
Each of these can be determined precisely so that two_or more mea-
surements in the, same units tend to have quite exact meaning. A
pound on the West Coast has the same meaning as a.pound .on the
East Coast. Perhaps 'the basic problem in grading students fOr pur-
poses of comparison is the absence. of any such agreed-upon mea-
surements.

A second problem is inherent in the uncritical acceptance. of
norm-referenced grading, or what students refer to as "grading on
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the e arye," 1 las nias hasp a ome into extenso,e uselne ,tuse of the
need to «impensate for the Lill of a measuring unit. At any rate.
not re-referent eel gradmt; vs from the mythical "normal
Ift distribution" or bellshaped a rase. Its pervasive and often dis-
torte,' apple atoms have ( rested an illusion 'of the existence of a
standArd ht who h students e au he compared equitably. first K the
professor v ho assigns the ssmhol and then by all others wild' see it.
In tact. the -normal t urt e" is nothing more than a mathematical
ideal or model. Moreover, io cording to Lindquist, there is an erro-
neous belief that mental abilits test data have been shown to form
the bell-shaped t urge. Thy overlooked fallacy is that mans sten-
dardwed tests are t onstrte ted deliberately so that the scum will

steld me h time, ua some t aces Isom statisticians manipulate'the
Si ores

Fh potent s of the false standard, is illustrated bs this episode
wressell

4
Ite NI,tler-i't the i'. t1.es mule to so loin erofirermg
1,, 0hp 00 the 1,11,114(15 .oles One professor, not

Vk,,I,.15,1+trw(i a group of students to integral .114 ulus ho

X Ilk tli pro 'dine mathernato s e worse. Although re,
, .;rcirtni th,it this was In ofoisti.111% Rood group on the nrst evitiand-

up IA ith the ustbil distribution of grade,,,from A to F Th6
0,44,101 ,,t the -Indent,. tor( ed tarn to re( onsoler The grades at the

,q).1 of the trrrn sh(moil 4011er( mit t1 s, 3(1 port ent 13".. and 10 per( en!
the I ahber of the students. the professor still (111.11(1 not

hreitu honselt hi report .11,,,trIloition of grades III u1114 II Arlioq Men,
.Tteiret wfuld be vjs.en. .10

I his professor thought he had firm referent e points for setting cut-
fit 1 '1( Orl, for eat h grade.

It is had enough w hen a lone professor grades on the curve for a
single c lass of highly raflable students, It is even worse when
gifted student'body is judged in this manner. Reed College has estab-
lished grid;' guidelines for all faculty to follow (Levine and nein-
ga rt). Fur freshmen the distribution is supposed to be A. 15 percent:
B. 35 per«.nt, C. 40 percent: D. 10 percent. For the remaining three
categories of students, the recommended distribution is A. 15 per-
cent: B 45 pert mt: C. 35 percent; D. 5 percent. Needless to say.
sut h grading can cause talented students to encounter difficulties in
being admitted to graduate ti,nd professional schools. In the final
analsse-t. grading on the curve means statistical relativism; students
lrt; rank-ordered from high to low.

Grade point averages are also used to compare students within
an,,institution and across institutions. Basic errors in testing and
grading are compounded by the numerous ways in which GPAs are
r.'Omputed at different institutions. In one survey of these practices
(Collins and Nickel) from a sample composed of 650 public and pri-
vate two- and four-year institutions in the 50 states andlhe District
of Columbia. with 448 schools responding, great variation was found
(see table on next page).

The survey revealed that in some schools such grades as Incom-
pletos immediately become F's for calculation purposes, while in
others more than an entire term can elapse before such academic
capital punishinent is applied..As one example of "sudden death,"
during experimental investigation of instruction at the University of
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e \a,. at AINtin (Slice) it was necessary for students to receive In-
completes if the\ desired. During one terns 26 percent did so. None
of the-investigators knew of the policy that l's became F's for CPA
purposes nor (lid several staff members in the registrar's office.
Several good students lost scholarships and others failed to receive
invitations to horror societies. More than likely the calculation prak:-
twos are not specified on very many transcripts.,

'issumption that single grades have common reference points
has been made about CPAs, too. Who knows,what sorts of tests are
behind the grades or the standards by Which the grades were de-
rived? If anything. CPA statistics as they are presently employed
tend to be meaninglessdespite what most academicians and
other*, think,

Our numerous deliberations about grading led repeatedly back to
several basic facts: (1) Unidimensional symbols report multidimen-
sional phenomena. A gin grade can reflect level of knowledge, at-

Number of Institution,:
Pr,. ht e ludo kiting ThhIs Present Prat two

,111 Lades re( erred mall worse,
talaal at MIN institution are used A

the overall grade
point average 15u

()ilk grades in ,,mr-,es' %%hi( h
4111110 b.c the degree are used
t'oniputing the (;PA 43
nub. grades ICI (ourse% taken in
ttr up.altution doing the omput-

4.0)4 art' used in «imputing the
(.PA 246.
%%hen .1 . ours( is repeated. .111

morel ore used
lti hen. Omputing the GPA 136 So

IN hen a wasp is repeated. onI
the I ist grade re( eived is used
(A. hefrmputing the GPA 266

k

titudes, procrastination, interest or lack of it. and other factors. The
lone symbol specifies none of these things. Perhaps each professor,
assumes that every other interpreter will see in the lone -symbol all
(4 the nuances he or she intended. (2) The symbol. by itself, reveals
nothing about the quality of the test or tests through which it has
been derived.

'Suggestions

An emerging model of grading is called criterion-referenced. Its
basic feature is the concept of mastery. If anything, criterion-refer-
enced grading requires more complete statements of objectives than
does norm-referenced grading. Tests are designed, then, to deter-
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mine whether a student has or has not attained these objectives.

The concept of criterion-referenced grading has been used especial-

ly in the Keller Plan (see Ruskin and Iless) and in contract grading.

(While this approach appedrs to be more and more common there

is little about it in the literature.) There are several excellent refer-

ent es for criterion-referent d gradingPopham. Carver. and Ang-
.

off.
CrIterion-referenced grading is used in the emerging competent v-

based ( urrii ula. For a digest of its important featureS in this con-

text (as well as answers to questions that are being asked such as.

What is competence? and How. does the faculty role change in a
competent e curric ulum?). see the report by the Southern Regional

Edw ation Hoard.
fins method of grading certainly has its .place.. especially in pro-

fessional curricula. When it is used for a given coarse, a notation
should he made on the transcript to facilitqte. interpretation.

Finall, there is the import' for grading of the basic theme of this

volumeimproved testing or measurement is the fundamental route

Our numerous deliberations about grading led
repeatedly back to several basic facts: (1) Unidimensional

symbols report multidimensional phenomena. A given

grade can reflect level of knowledge, attitudes,
procrastination, interest or lack of it, and other factors.
The lone symbol spetifies none ofthese things. Perhaps

each professor assumes that every other interpreter
will see in the lone symbol all ofthe nuances he or

she intended. (2) The symbol, by itself, reifeals
nothing about the quality of the test or tests through

which it has been derived.

to improved grading. There are no substitutes for clarity abut what
one is trying to accomplish in instruction and very careful efforts to

find out what students have achieved.
Etzioni recently suggested that what is needed is open distussion

by departments leading to agreement about grading standaids, but
this would be:insufficient. Once again the tip of the iceberg would be

considered While its submerged body would be ignored. A better so-

lution would be open discussions by departments about all facets of

testing. A professor can no longer go it alone in certifying students

for society.
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5
Lone Efforts Are Not Enough

.

Growing external pressures are forcing faculty to take a
fresh look at student evaluation. The new consumerism,
recent legal decisions, and far-reaching social criticism
will no longer leave matters of grading and testing to the
private academic preserve. The use of external examiners
and the establishment of effective campus grievance ar-
rangements are only two of the Ways recommended to
improve an increasingly nettlesome issue in academic
life.
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I F ASSESSMENT IS NOT IMPROVED FROM INSIDE THE PROFES-
sion. then it most surely will be put under" pressure from the outside.
Traditionally faculty members have enjoyed almost complete auton-
omy in their teaching performance. Until recently the courts had
tended to avoid the academic bastions. But now they are beginning
to intervene. and some observers believe such intervention will soon
accelerate. This has resulted from several trends: an increased
sophistication of students. a new regard for higher education as a
social necessity and an individual right, the expansion of civil rights
protections by public authority. andperhaps most importantthe
new age of majority.

The Courts Intervene

One instance of recent court intervention dealt with a lone grade
(State Ex Bel. Bartlett v. Pantzer). A political science student gradu-
ated from the University of Chicago in June 1971 with a Bachelor of
Arts degree. During the spring quarter of his senior year he had en-
rolled in a graduate accounting course to fulfill an admission re-
quirement of the law school of the University of Montana, where he
was seeking admission in September 1971. The law school had in-
formed the student that the requirement would be fulfilled if he re-
ceived a satisfactory grade.

The student received a D in the course, whereupon he was ad-
vised by the law school that he would not be admitted because the
grade was hot a satisfactory one. Testimony in court revealed-rthat
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colleges and universities regarded a grade of D as "acceptable."
but not "satisfactory. fhe Supreme Court of Montana wet; unable
to discern the exquAte difference and directed the law school to
admit au student.

,re court intervention in matters of academic measurement
seems likely in the, not-too-distwit future. The United States Supreme
Court made a momentous decision in the Griggs v. Duke Power Com-
pony case and may have set a precedent for drastically altered in-
terpretations of higher educatipn test scores and grade point aver-
ages. The company was found to have discriminated racially by re-

, quiring. for an employee to be promoted from laborer to coal hand-
ler. either the possession of a high school diploma or the passing of
two standardized tests. In rendering its decision. the court ruled:
-Nothing in the ,,ict (Civil Rights Act. 1964. Title VII) precludes the
use of testing or measuring procedures: obviously they are useful.
What Congress has forbidden is givitg these devices-and mechan-
isms controlling force unless they are demonstrably a reasonable

-measure of job perforinance."
Suits have been instituted already in several states charging that

bar examinations discriminate unfairly against minority .groups.

If assessment is not improied from inside the profession,
then it most surely will be put under pressure from

the outside. Traditionally faculty members have
enjoyed almost complete autonomy in fheir teaching
performance. Until recently the courts had tended to

*avoid the academic bastions. But now they are
beginning to intervene, and some observers believe such

intervention will soon accelerate.

The fundamental issue is the predictive validity of such tests for all
who take them. It could well he that these assaults upon bar exams
are a prelude to assaults on many other licensing examinations, be-
cause they. too. are job related. Since higher education in' its testing
activities is engaged more in credentialing or rank-ordering stu-
dents than in assessing learning, it is not too difficult to foresee
grade point averages being ruled job-related by -the courts. ,Today a
student may be refused admission to a professional school because
of a CPA a few hundredths, of a point below some arbitrary cut-off
score.) Many ramifications of the Duke Power Company decision
andits innumerable-complexities have been examined meticulously
and thoughtfully by Huff.

Of more direct portent for the future may be the dissenting opin-
ion of former Justice William 0. Douglas in DeFunis v. Odegaard
(Fields). Justice Douglas was especially critical of scores derived
from the Law School Admissions Test and of grade point averages
and the fact that they had dominated the selection process. He ar-
gued that law schools are not bound to admit students according to
mechanical criteria becauie such criteria often conceal important
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a 'Agit'', Justat t' DIMgla s was most persuasive ua his plea for more
thorough assessment of 11010(11ml attributes than test so ores pro-
vide. For example, he maintained that a person who pulls himself
from the ghetto via a community t college has demonstrated a quality
of perseverance and therebyltas more promise for the studs of law
than a la( h graduate of IlaMard. The poorer apple ant should be
admitted, said Douglas, because he had shown special potential in
contrast to the Harvard graduate who may have taken less adyan-

, tage, of the vastly superior opportunities afforded hint.
It is too soon to know the 'full irtm act of the sot-called Buckley

Amendment that gives students aCcess to their test papers and
other official reciirds. but scores of students may avail themselves

tio of the access and be so overwhelmed that they will demand careful
and honest explanations for selected test scores and grades. This
provision of law may give them a basis for court action to enforce
their demands. Quite obviously. poor tests and unfair grades are
features of instruction that are under the direct control of each indi-
vidual faculty member. Just how could a student's ''improper spirit
toward the subject matter'' (Case 9. page 15) be documented or sub-
stantiated in court?

Unless professors individually and collectively begin to
make drastic improvements in testing and grading

practices, there will be intrusions on their autonomy
fromWrithout in several forms. There even appears to be

a possibility of compulsory state or nationwide
standardized tests of academic achievement. Academic
freedom is imperative and must be preserved, but the

professoriate cannot avoid its own responsibilities.
Grading policies and practices in most undergraduate

courses do not bear any relation to inviolable
academic freedom.

What does all this mean? Unless professors individually and col-
lectively begin to make drastic improvements in testing and grading
praCtices. there will he intrusions on their autonomy from without in
several forms. There even appears to be a possibility of compulsory
state or nationwide standardized tests of academic achievement.
Academic freedom is imperative and must be preserved, but the
professoriate cannot avoid its own responsibilities. Grading policies
and practices in most undergraduate courses do not bear any rela-
tion to inviolable academic freedom.

flow. then, can the process be improved? Classroom tests can be
improved by faculty members learning ,more about measurement
and obtaining the assistance of their colleagues. At least three ad-
ditional reforms must be implemented to improve the test product
and demonstrate the professoriate's willingness to put its house in
order.
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Visiting Examiners

It is a deeply ingrained belief throughout Atherican higher educa-
tion that instructing and examining are inseparable. The instructor
is supposedly the person best able to judge the work of his or her
student,

There has been at least one historical challenge to this assump-
tion (Coulter). In 18. I the three trustees of the University of Georgia
were named as visitors and urged, along with other distinguished
men of the state, to attend examinations of seniors because: "'The
test of-the pudding is the taste thereof' is a saw honored with age
and truth. Examination times were tasting times and this tasting
should he done* more than the cooks only." By 1825 the examina-
tions for juniors were being attended by any person who desired to
attend.

A modern and refined counterpart to this practice of some 150
years ago is the visiting examiners tradition for the Honors Program
of Swarthmore College (Swarthmore College Faculty. 1941). which
began in the early 1920s, continues to flourish today, and is widely
acclaimed by faculty, students, and alumni.

Around 40 percent of juniors and seniors elect ,to take honors
work. Normally this means that a student- tudies sbisubjects during
the h:a ivsl, years. The work is pursued independ4ntly or in small*
seminars. At II e end of the senior year the student is subjected to a
three-hour wrtt4en examination in each subject. These-elains are
prepared and evaluate d by faculty members from other institutions.
In the oral examinations that follqw, there is no rigid pattern; they
are conducted in a variety of ways. But the judgment of the isitor
carries the most weight.

A recent evaluation of the program (Swarthmore College. 1967)
describes the rationale and the benefits succinctly:

M.tm, extermit,examiners.. think the system works well. and the exam-
iner,' ,...,.11tIations of students are generally f onsistent with the fat ul-
tv's Many graduates of honors have sand )nn the alumni questionnaire).
as have many fat ultv. that the system helps to create an atmosphere of
Ltr ultv-student ( ollaboration... These are now c onventional state
ment,, hat %so. are inn lined to agree with them. The rolleagueshiP and
the intellec teal (-het ks provided by external examiners are widely felt
too he valuable for tooth students and the far ally: many of the latter.
to,peo hilly. set 111kh store by

On all too many campuses faculty and students are two factions
warring over learning. The faculty are so dedicated the exercise
of their selective function, they cannot see teaching -1 as a .
collaborative endeavor, whereas at Swarthmore apparently faculty
members and students work together to meet and impress a sort of
common the visiting examiner. Thus one reason for more exten-
sive use of this type of program is that it serves the cause of learning
for the individual students who participate.

A second reason for having visiting examiners on many campuses
is that their presence should broaden the perspectives of faculties
about the art and techniques of teaching. While the various faculty
organizations help keep,the professoriate abreast of disciplinary de-
velopments, many pay little direct attention to good teaching. With-
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out sufficient stimulation it is very easy to become .sroug, myopic,
and provincial, If, over a substantial period of time, too many stu-
dents performed poorly, the visiting examiners would be in a posi-
tron to ask some penetrating questions<of the home faculty. Help by
colleagues from other institutions is more useful and more palatable
than interference from those' outside academic lifd.

Tesfing Specialists

Another challenge to the notion that teaching and testing are insep-
arable came during th.e early 1930s at the University of Chicago with
the creation of the Board of Examinations (Bloom). The faculty were

Recently, perhaps partly as a result of the joint .

statement. grievance procedures have been made formal
in some institutions-and often include a specially

appointed committee, which in some cases is given the
authority to overrule a faculty member and change a
grade. For example. at California State University,

Los Angeles. if a grade grievance is not resolive)d at the
departmental level, the student may appeal to the dean

of that school who. in turn, refers the matter to liapecial
committee. The dean, after consultation with the

committee. may authorize a change of grade. War any
reason a student believes the problem has not been

resolved fairly, he or she may submit a signed statement
to the standing student grievance committee, which

may refer the issue to one ofseveral other committees.
any one of which may recommend.a grade change to the

appropriate dean, whereupon the change is made in ,.
the permanent records.

concerned primarily with having students assume responsibility for
their own learning. Degree requirements were set in terms of com-

t
prehensive examinations. and as a result students could make indi-
vidual decisions about the speed with which they would attain their
degrees as well as about their study methods and class attendance.

Since the comprehensive examinations were the sole basis for
meeting graduation requirements, they had to be excellent mea-
sures of academic achievement. In consultation with faculties, a
corps of test specialists constructed the exams. scored them, and
assigned grades. The faculty believed that an ideal. teacher-student
relationshipone which promoted an optimum of learningwas
impossible when the teacher also served as judge and jury. The
success of the project was revealed, in part, by the high test relia-
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haul, oelto wilts that were obtained. These ranged doriost without
epnon between 90 and 95.

Soo.vr.ii fort es ( offibnt'd (hiring the early 1950s to elm mate this
devirture trout traditional testing and grading oractices.

In the meantime, syer.il campuses have established off'ces that
serve instil, tor, on -I yoluntary or request basis. One exemple is
the Eyatuation awl Examination Service of the University of Iowa
(VY hney). The service staff consults with individual facultr mem-
bers or departments on techniques of test construction and improve-
ment. test and item analysis. and methods.of grade assignment. In
addition. t °arse examinations are duplicated, scored;and analyzed.
I he srvice,keeps the faculty and others informed periodically by
means ol memos and techna al bulletins. A current memo is entitled,
"Should I 'Fake the Graduate Record (GRE) Agajp?" Recent bulletins
(list ussed "Improving Essay Questions." There are two professional
members of the staff, about 0 percent of a faulty of 700 ,iise the
servo e Comparable agencies should be available to faculties on all
( ,imposes

In Change's first fa( ulty policy paper on professional develop-
ment. the authors. HI a chapter entitled "Evaluation for What?",
suggest the ideal of the separation of teacher from evaluator: "A de-
% elopmental approa( h to education calls for a new kind of detach-
ment for students the detachment the process of learning from
the «.rfification of competyire; and for teachers, detachment of ef-
forts to intone. e tea( lung from official assessments of performance"
((fillet, ter Human Development in Higher Education).

Academic Grievances Committees

T1.4(101(1 has it that di'a student feels a grade-is an improper one, he
or she may seek redress by consulting the individual faculty
member, If satisfaction is not received, the student has had the right
to consult with other individualsdepartment heads, deans, and
even the president or chancellor. For the most part the arrange-
ments have been informal and final authority to change or not
change the grade has rested with the faculty member.*

In I91,7 several important organizations* issued a Joint Statement
on Fight, and Freedoms of Students. The statement included this
right, "Protection Against Improper Academic Evaluati6nStu-
dents should have protection through orderly procedures against
prejudiced or capricious academic evaluation. At the same time,
they are responsible fur maintaining standards of' academic per-
formance established for each couHe in which they are enrolled."

Recently, perhaps partly as a result of the joint statement, griev-. 4
an«. procedures haw! been made formal in some institutions and of-
ten inn ludo a spot ially appointed committee, which in some cases is
given the authority to overrule a faculty member and change a
grade. For example, at California State University, Los Angeles, if a
grade grievance is not resolved $it the departmental level, the stu-
dent may appeal to the (lean of that school who, in turn, refers the

t , 1 nn. r Profes,,,r, S Ndbon ii `,tudent Aggogation Mani-lotion of
r t \ 1.1111q-1 Stwnt rer..,nnol AlltimiOcritor Ind Notional Atm( in
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matter to a special committee, The dean. after consultation with the
committee, may authorize a change of grade. If for any reason a stuL
dent fielieves the problem has nut been resolved fairly, he or she
may submit'a sighed statement' to the standing student grievance,
comnattee. which may refer the issue to one of several other com-
mittee s. ant one of which final, recommend a grade change to the ap-
propriate dean. whereupon the change is made in the permanent
records.

At Western Michigan University, the arrangements are less com-
plicated If a student is dissatisfied following informal consultation
within the department., he or she may see an administrator, who
may decide the grievance is unwarranted or there is sufficient evi-
dence for the case to be considered by a committee on academic
fairness. either the graduate or the undergraduate committee. The
undergradMite committee consists of three faculty membgrs, three
undergraduates, and a nonvoting chairperson. If the committee de-
cide,, to recommend a change of grade, the faculty member is in-
formed first so that he or she may make the change. If the faculty
member prefers not to do so. the committee then makes the change
by notifying the dean of records and admissions.

At Pomona College, the prpcedures are simple and straightfor-
ward. If, after the usual informal hearings, the disputants are All
disgruntled. the %lean appoints a small ad hoc committee of faculty
from the department of the instructor or from a related department.

The decision,Af the hearing committee on the disputed grade shall
be final."

There are formal hearing procedures in other institutions, but in
these the final judgewhether a committee, a dean, or a chancel-
lor has no power to change a grade. Appeals for fairness can be
addressed to the faculty member, but not a decision that a grade
must be changed After going to elaborate lengths to ensure aca-
demic rights for students, Michigan State University (1969) persis-
tently maintains the troditional stance that the instructor is the only
person who can assign a grade. In most instances instructors are
cooperative. but nothing further can be done if they stubbornly defy
the grievance committee, according to an official.

We recommend that'formal arrangements be established for re-
conciling testing and grading grievances and that a final judge other
than the instructor have the authority to change a grade. This rec-
ommendation is made for these reasons:

(1) Cases such as some of those mentioned in the first chapter, re-
flect almost- unbelievable examples of faculty arbitrariness and
capriciousness. Students should be able to fight back against such
unfairness, and with the balance of power on their side. This pre-
sumes our basic system of justice. which is designed to protect the
rights of the weak individual who is being persecuted by strong
external authorities.

(2) The mere existence of such appeal arrangements should help
decrease testing and grading offenses.

(3)'Correction by one's peers is both more palatable and more ef-
fective than intrusion by outside forces.
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6 I

For Further Reading

For a more comprehensive understanding of testing and
evaluation, faculty have access to a number of excellent
source documents. Here are some of the best.

A
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Suggested Readings

American Psychological Association. Standards forEducational and Psycholog-
ical Tests. Washington, D.C.: American Psychological Association, 1974.

This monograph was developed by a joint committee of members from the American
Psychological Association, the American Educational Research Association. and the
National Council on Measurement in Education. The contents are directed to both
deve;opers and users of standardized tests. "Essential." "very desirable,- and "de-
sirable" considerations 'about tests are proposed,

Anderson, Scarvia, Ball. Samuel, Murphy. Richard T., and Associates. Encyclo-
pedia of Educational Evaluation. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1975.

This is one of the first detailed.reference works on concepts arm techniques for evalu-

sting eiucalion and training programs. It is not limited in scope to colle?es and uni-

versities. The articles alphabetically arranged from "accountability to "vari.
ance" are written by specialists. Each article is extensivel- cross referenced and is

followed by selected sources. The articles cover 11 topics: -evaluation models: func-
tions and targets of evaluation. program objectives and standards; social context of
evaluation; planning and design. systems technologies, variables: measurement ap-
proaches and types: technical measurement considerations: reactive concern: analy-

sis and interpretation,

Bowen. Howard R., ed. New Directions for Institutional Research: Ev.aluating
Institutions for Accountability, No. 1. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, Spring
1974.

As the title implies, this booklet is about program evaluation The seven papers. pre.
pared especially for this volume by six authorities, deal with the various complyxities
of assessment and offer suggestions for resolving them.

Bruning. J. L. and Kintz, 13. L. Computational Handbook of Statistics. Glen-
view, Ill.: Scott, Foresman and Co., 1968.

This is an excellent "cookbook" of statistical methods. clear and concise in its presen-

tation of the steps necessary to compute the basic measurement statistics mentioned
in The Testing and Grading of Students'

Buros, Oscar K., ed. The Seventh Menial Measurements Yearbook. Highland
Park, N.J.: Gryphon Priss, 1972.

This work is in two volumes that have a total of slightly more than 2.000 pages. More
!Ian 1.100 published tests (achievement, attitude, personality, and others) are listed,
along with,some 12.000 references. For approximately half of the tests. there are orig.
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11 n.. lit 11,1 ti in etitleational inya,ureint.nt

1,indqui-,t, F. F ed Educational .,Ilea.surntent. 1,Vasliing,ton, D.C.; American
council on Education. 1951,

useful book w ha h went into its si\th printing in I fhiti, is a et Imprehensys, e hand.
book anti t. xtloottk on the theory and technique of edin animal measurement, All Is

tes were espe aills pr. pant for the 1. olinne by noted authorities. Nlany of the
,!,!c who h are grouped alto three categorts. The Functions of Nleataireir ent
in Filo. at tom, The Construc tion of Ac hic-cment "rests, and ,Nleascirement Theory
aro of a sera lira. to al nature, and all in.truttors tan find good tip-. here for testing.

Mager. Robert F. Goal Analysts. Belmont, Ca.: Fearon, 1972.
Mager', work merits considerable attention-Ills writing is clear and eagly under-
goes he cond. at ably translates he, theory tnto application. Goat AnaI)sis is a smallhook p Ign,1 t hat Veil, out qept, which intructop, can identify goals in
their mstrin non and establish the appropriate steps toward the successful comple-tion ot tho.t phd, and el.aluation are both built into the goalanalysis
pro. edure The Nook defines procedure. that allow instructors to say where they are.
whene the.. want to go, loss they intend to get there. and low they know when theyare dic rt

Mager, Robert F. Measunng Instructional Intent. Belmont, Fearon, 1973.
I% tit dig in he, unit tut% Informal , the author dose Mies and illustrates a procedure
that will help m u 1, e ting ore renting test items that will match ohlectives Illustra
thar, t.lo%/q- a wide array of performances

ft

Mager.,,Robert F. Preparing Instructional Objectives. 2d ed. Belmont, Ca.:
Pea n, 1975,

IA fide the contents of that de, elan Oly simple the substance is profound.
espectally for those who hate gm en almost no thought to objectives The book is elev.
eriv and wittil) written Beginners in the academic enterprise will benefit greatly,
old-tuners miglif

Mehren-, William A. and Ebel, Robert L.. ells. Principles of Educational and
Psychological Aleasurement. A Book ofSelected Readings. Chicago: Rand
McNally. 1967.

"this book contains dassi, al articles on tneasurements, most of them tery technical
and staff-go al, whit h were imblished ot.cr a span of 30 3a.art,, The 37 selections are
groupeil Into fan I ategtorw, measurement theory and -.waling. norm-,
1,alitlit , item tinait.sP, and ,election.

Pace. C Robert, ed. New Directions for Higher Education.' Evaluating Learning
and That-lung. No, 4. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1973.

Each chapter w as prepared especially for this booklet by authors with widely varying
per,.pectiV,. The six papers collectively demonstrate how complex problems of eval-
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sixty-two

Ltd f,4f1 are.and the innumerable be ., co be t on,,adyn-I and are u.clul a quit k but
solost a fait utartlets

'Thornlike. Robert L.. ed. Educational keasurement. 2d ed. Washington. D.C.:
American Council on Education. 1971.

Pie fir-a edition otj his book went through se% en printings This second edition, pre
par. d with t he assistant o of t he American EdIll at ional Research Association and the
\Inert( owl( if on Edneaf ion, reflects the broadened concern about et ablation
th n ha- 1. Vi ping The:'(tpiese, art' addressed to tour areas Part One Test
11e -ago, construl t ion. A dimmqration. and Processing, Part TwoSpecial Types of

..,t s Part I lave, Theort , Part hour Application of Tests to Edm
,olowat promo M. itla h the specialist and the not!. e still tind this book useful

Selected Journals
with Special Emphasis on Evaluation

%merican Educational Research Journal
British Journal of Statistical and Mathematical Psychology
('enter for the Study of Evaluation

ollege Student Journal
Educatuinal and Psychological Measurement
Journal of Educational Measurement
Journal of 'Research in Science Teaching
Programmed Learning and Educational Technology

hornet rika
Retrest of Ellin al ional Research '
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On The Quality
Of Teaching

- /

From the ecliIn Of Chan 3e

I %, 114I. ,f11. \411(t+ NI` 114f iiili

In collaboration with the major discipliner* fields,
Change is now publishing selected assessments of
exceptional teaching on a twice yearly basis.
Three fields of study are surveyed in each semi-
annual issue. These Reports are made available
through a grant from the Fund for the Improve-
ment of Postsecondary Education. Please send
your requests on official letterhead, along with *1
per copy to cover postage and handling, to Under-
graduate Teaching Program, Change, NBW Tower,
New Rochelle, N.Y. 10801.
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The One Magazine for Academic People
Change is the first and only magazine to forge exciting new bonds among academics
ever, where, regardle,s of their field and interest Each month, Change's 80,000,read
ors share in some of the most chaWnging editorial fare available. Change Is the yen.
tunmine Magame of creative ideas. of major essays written by sonic of America's
great minds, and ten regular features each Month that are Worth the price of sub
snption alone

('hang.' not only interprets a changing culture. it helps create it For those who thrive

on more than yesterday's news, reading Change can be a revealing experience Use
the handy order form in the front of the book or send for a one year subscription for

1.1 I to Change Magazine. NIIIV Tower., New Rochelle, N Y. 10801.

Some 1975 editorial highlights

AMERICANA
Christopher Inch on The Democratisation of Culture Orlando Patterson
on Ethnicity Victor Nevssy on the Encyclopaedia Britannic. Edwin
Newman on How Academics XVI the English Language lam Mignon on

.Jessica Milford fames Reel on the renter for the Study of Democratic
Institutions

SOCIA t. ISSUES

lama O'Toole on The Reserve Army of the Underemployed Kenneth
SouldIng on the Management of Decline Richard Lester on the Equal Pay
Bosadaggie Cynthia Secor on Leaders in Academe John Egerton on
Adams r Richardson Seymour Martin Lips., on Harvard's Economics
Department Marilyn GltteU ea the Failure of Affirmetivs Action Denial
Greabarg on The Politics of Science,

THE WORLD OF EDUCATION

David Mum. oo New Collegil 'Richard Freeman and Harbert Holiomon
en the Declining Value ofCollege Assets Steel on the Radcliff. ho
shut" Peter M. Bleu sad Rebecca Margollie on A striae'. Leading Pro.
fission.' Schott.' Whe's Who in Higher Edncetios 'Robert Lekschman
on the Academic Labor Market: Parry Mittman on Upton Power in Ace
demo Arnold Sawislak en Jibe redeoes.

A RTS i LETTERS
The Future el the Humaeltiesi Collin Murphy en Campus BastSellers
Gerald Holten on the Homeniatic Basle of Actual& Work Men Sirius on
Anthony. florgese's Clockwork Tastoment .Sara Blackburn on The Ace.
demlc Novel Harold Taylor on Shalom Expression' 'Firmest Reynter on
The New Illiteracy' Easy Klein on the CusteaMede Textbook
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